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Abstract
Posttraumatic osteoarthritis is a serious complication mostly involving weight bearing joints. It is
not yet possible to predict which patients would develop posttraumatic osteoarthritis at a clinically relevant level. It is a common notion that, in comminuted fractures of the ankle joint that are
highly likely to result in posttraumatic arthritis, interventions that aim to reduce the development
of arthrosis should be attempted or achieving an ankle in an acceptable position for arthrodesis in
the later periods should be targeted. Open type of fracture, a possible risk of infection and the duration of wound closure play a crucial role in the treatment of fracture, which is the main injury. In
order to gain a better understanding of the importance of the treatment method to be chosen for
the treatment of the trauma involving the ankle, a review of the information about ankle arthrodesis, which has an important place in the treatment of osteoarthritis, would be sufficient. We reviewed general principles and surgical approaches about this subject.
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1. Introduction
Posttraumatic osteoarthritis is a serious complication mostly involving weight bearing joints. This complication
becomes more severe when the ankle is involved because the anatomic, biomechanical and cartilage characteristics of the ankle are different from those of other lower extremity joints [1] [2]. It is known that the ankle joint is
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rarely affected from primary osteoarthritis and about 70% - 80% of ankle osteoarthritis develops secondary to
trauma [3]. The most common cause of posttraumatic ankle osteoarthritis is malleolar fractures with an incidence rate of 39% [1]. In addition, pilon fractures are also an important risk for the development of posttraumatic arthritis [4] [5].

2. Distribution and Evaluation
It is not yet possible to predict which patients would develop posttraumatic osteoarthritis at a clinically relevant
level. In addition, radiological degree of posttraumatic osteoarthritis may not always be associated with actual
clinical symptoms like pain while walking and stiffness. The optimal timing of posttraumatic ankle osteoarthritis
and the factors that affect the choice of the timing have not been elucidated yet [6]-[8]. On the other hand, osteoarthritis may develop particularly after ankle fracture dislocation independent of the duration or quality of
reduction.
Within this context, the issue that should be discussed as a priority is which is the appropriate approach for an
improperly treated fracture that is highly likely to result in osteoarthritis, whereas, the second issue to be focused
on is how the treatment should be administered in case of development of complications such as osteoarthritis
and/or nonunion.
Diagnosis can be made by X-rays, but sometimes CT can be helpful in order to investigate other bony deformities.
It is a common notion that, in comminuted fractures of the ankle joint that are highly likely to result in posttraumatic arthritis, interventions that aim to reduce the development of arthrosis should be attempted or achieving an ankle in an acceptable position for arthrodesis in the later periods should be targeted. Therefore, initial
posttraumatic surgical planning should be performed accordingly [9]. On the other hand, another notion that has
gained little acceptance is that primary arthrodesis should be performed in comminuted intraarticular fractures in
which anatomic reduction could not be obtained and which are sure to develop arthrosis. Prognosis is poor if the
injury left untreated, surgery can be considered when necessary [10].

3. Treatment Options
The choice between these two notions depends on taking consideration of patient and trauma-specific conditions.
There may not be an appropriate method for the patient’s ankle fracture and there may be some factors that prevent timely intervention.
The presence of clinically unstable patients, multitrauma patients or those in a life threating condition is an
important determinant of damage control orthopaedics technique or its timing. Clinically unstable condition of
the patient and the principles of damage control orthopaedics may delay the requirement of obtaining an anatomically stable fixation as early as possible. Since this situation will complicate obtaining anatomical restoration of the joint, the approach to be adopted will depend on the surgeon’s level of experience.
Open type of fracture, a possible risk of infection and the duration of wound closure play a crucial role in the
treatment of fracture, which is the main injury. In open fractures, debridement to be performed first for the prevention of infection and removal of dead tissues are of great importance. The wound should be closed primarily
or using techniques such as skin grafting and flap surgery. It is important to make a good planning and, if a flap
procedure is required, it should be performed in a way not to compromise possible future surgical interventions
and not to interfere with routine activities of patient’s daily life such as putting on shoes. If an infection has developed, a rapid and aggressive treatment should be initiated for infection. Even if the infection is confined to
the soft tissues, the risk of osteomyelitis should be kept in mind [11] [Figure 1].
The presence of a systemic disease that is likely to compromise wound healing postoperatively affects the decision making for initial treatment. In such a case, surgical wound problems, which are likely to be followed by
infection and necrosis, result in more unfavorable outcomes in the long term [Figure 2].
The tendency for delayed union and nonunion in ankle fractures is also an issue of great importance [12]. After trauma, anatomical integrity of the joint should be restored first, which subsequently should be supported
with a strong fixation, and the grafting of the defect in the metaphyseal region, if necessary, is the treatment of
choice for most intraarticular fractures. On the other hand, because of the possible risk of delayed union or nonunion of ankle fractures, these fractures should be closely followed up clinically and radiologically. If necessary,
bone grafting can be repeated or the use of bone growth stimulators can be considered. If this situation is considered to be associated with the surgical implant performed, surgical revision may be required. The removal of
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Figure 1. Patient with intraarticular open fracture of the ankle.

Figure 2. Skin problems are common in ankle fractures.

improper or instable internal fixation may be required or switched to another fixation technique. In case of nonunion, fibrous tissue at the fracture line is removed and cancellous bone grafting is performed to stimulate revascularization distally or proximally in an attempt to obtain bone stock.
In order to gain a better understanding of the importance of the treatment method to be chosen for the treatment of the trauma involving the ankle, a review of the information about ankle arthrodesis, which has an important place in the treatment of osteoarthritis, would be sufficient. Arthrodesis is the elimination of motion in a
joint. The immobilization of the ankle with impaired function due to pain, and limitation of motion and contracture at the most appropriate position possible is a technique with a long history. This procedure eliminates the
motion of the joint, however, with the relief of pain and the correction of the deformity resulting from contracture, functions are markedly improved [13].
Ankle arthrodesis is highly effective in pain control in the short and long term follow ups. On the other hand,
a high rate of subtalar arthrosis and loss of tarsal mobility has been reported in long term follow up of tibiotalar
arthrodesis [14]. Because of the risks such as the acceleration of arthrosis of neighboring joints, the generation
of stress fractures and failure of arthrodesis, patients having undergone arthrodesis are not advised to do sports
requiring running and jumping.
Arthrodesis was a common procedure before total joint arthroplasties have become popular. Arthrodesis of
large joints such as the hip and knee joint causes a considerable restriction of the patient’s functions. Since total
joint arthroplasties performed in these joints have yielded satisfactory results, arthrodesis is only performed in
ineligible patients for arthroplasty. In such a case, the indications for arthrodesis are as follows [12] [Table 1].
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Table 1. Indications for arthrodesis.
PRIMARY ARTHRODESIS
•

Infection

•

Charcot arthropathy

•

Arthritis of neighboring tissues [subtalar, talonavicular, calcaneocuboid, midfoot, knee]

•

Deformity above or below the ankle joint [tibia, hindfoot, forefoot]
REVISION ARTHRODESIS

•

Nonunion

•

Malunion

•

Infection [soft tissue or osteomyelitis]

•

Complex regional pain syndrome [CRPS] or reflex sympathetic dystrophy [RSD]

•

Subtalar arthritis

•

Malleolar impingement

•

Tendon problems

•

Stress fracture

•

Lymphedema

The clinical histories of this group of patients would help identify whether the etiology of arthritis is primary,
posttraumatic, infectious, inflammatory or congenital. The association of the pain with the activity, whether it
reliefs after resting or not, whether it comes at night or not, and the association of the source of pain with the
joint may indicate a possible infection or tumor. The presence of diabetes mellitus, inflammatory arthritis, neuropathy or mental problems may be predictors of postoperative problems. In these patients, tobacco and alcohol
use should also be taken into consideration [13].
Physical examination is an important part of decision making in these patients. The most important step is to
identify the location and source of pain. In a patient with ankle arthritis, pain increases with dorsiflexion and
plantar flexion. The increased pain with eversion and inversion may indicate an association with subtalar or talonavicular joint [15] [16]. If necessary, injection tests can be carried out for the establishment of diagnosis. The
presence of a congenital deformity or one resulting from a previous trauma can be investigated as the cause of
pain. Static and dynamic deformities of the lower extremity, examination of the range of motion of the hip and
knee and leg-length inequality should be carefully evaluated. The overall appearance of the foot and previous
cut or incision sites in case of revision, fusion or subsequent ankle surgery are important in planning. Previous
skin graft or flap and planned incisions, the condition of the soft tissue as well as the flexibility of the skin
should be carefully checked. Any signs of a systemic disease or infection [i.e. swelling, rash, previously drained
wounds or fistulous tracts] should also be taken into consideration. Motor and sensory deficits of the foot and
vascular problems should be assessed because the patient may have a neurovascular problem after trauma or
surgery.

4. Surgical Approaches and Fixation Techniques in Ankle Arthrodesis
There are several surgical approaches for ankle arthrodesis. The incision site depends on the surgeon’s preference. The patient’s previous incisions, degree of deformity and the fixation technique influence the surgeon’s
preference [Figure 3].
Arthroscopic approach is recommended in patients with minimal deformity and soft tissue compromise. To
minimize the complications, arthroscopy should be performed via three portals without skeletal traction. It is not
usually used for revision arthrodesis [17]. Mini-arthrotomy requires minimal soft tissue dissection and a good
visualization. It is the most common surgical technique which requires less technical equipment compared to
that in arthroscopic technique. This technique is more appropriate for primary arthrodesis, though not for patients with deformities or bone loss or in case of revision.
The anterior approach is most commonly used for ankle arthroplasty. The interval for an anterior approach is
between the anterior tibial tendon and extensor tendon with retraction of the neurovascular bundle. Even though
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Clinical image of the patient with ankle osteoarthritis during surgery.

this approach provides a very good exposure to the ankle, it has been reported to be associated with deep and
superficial peroneal neuromas and common wound healing complications. For complicated and revisional arthrodesis, a lateral transfibular incision is preferred. After a lateral incision is made and the distal fibula is elevated,
a perfect visualization of the ankle and subtalar joint is obtained. The disadvantages of this approach include the
impairment of the normal anatomy of the ankle and limited medial visualization.
Achilles tendon gap is used to reach the ankle using a posterior incision. This incision is more useful in hindfoot fusions [12]. This approach is also preferred in scar formation due to previous infections, poorly healed incisions or soft-tissue related problems resulting from open fracture in the anterior aspect. A fusion rate of 80% 100% has been reported with open, mini-open or arthroscopic techniques in modern series [18]. Arthroscopic
techniques, being associated with lower rates of morbidity and more rapid achievement of fusion, are advantageous. On the other hand, arthroscopic techniques are inferior to open techniques in terms of correcting severe
deformities and restoring bone loss [17]. Various fixation materials are utilized to achieve ankle fusion [19].
Cannulated screws are commonly used for fixation in primary fusion. Multiple screws can be inserted correctly
using fluoroscopy [Figure 4 and Figure 5]. Plates and screws are usually employed in patients with complicated
fusion, bone loss and deformities [20] [21]. They are also used when the fusion is extended to include the subtalar joint in fusion. The main disadvantage is that it requires a wide dissection for the use of plates. Orthopaedic
staples, Kirschner wire and cerclage wires also have a place in ankle fusion. In arthrodesis performed using
intramedullary screws, the subtalar joint is also included in arthrodesis; these patients usually have a severe deformity of the talus and a considerable bone loss. External fixators, particularly ring fixators, are useful for ankle
fusion and used in patients with infection, bone loss or deformities [22]. At the same time, they offer advantages
such as the correction of deformities and leg-length inequality and use in patients with bone defects.
The ideal position for ankle arthrodesis is neutral flexion, external rotation of 5˚ - 10˚, 5˚ of valgus and with
the talus placed posterior to the tibia. There are a number of proven techniques for fusion but all have basic
principles in common [23]. The surgical techniques offering minimum bone loss, surfaces that will ensure correction of deformities, and minimum soft tissue injury are preferred. All cartilage and fibrous tissues are removed, thus exposing the healthy, vascularized bone. Fluoroscopy should be used to ensure proper placement of
the implant chosen. If necessary, lengthening of the Achilles tendon, gastrocnemius slide or tendon transfer can
be performed. A number of studies have reported adequate rates of ankle fusion without the use of allograft or
bone graft. On the other hand, bone grafting is advised in patients with tobacco use, a history of infection, previous open injury, neuropathy, spasticity, pilon fractures, osteonecrosis of the talus and severe health problems.
Bone growth stimulators can also be used to increase the fusion rates. Several studies have shown an association
OALibJ | DOI:10.4236/oalib.1102673
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between electric current and new bone growth [12]. One of the options is the use of ultrasound to improve bone
healing, which should be considered when a complex fusion is required and in patients with risk factors for
nonunion.
Simple fusion is preferred in patients with minimal deformity and bone loss. Mini-arthrotomy is the most
recommended technique requiring anatomical bone cut and the placement of two-four [preferably three] large
cannulated screws [12] [Figure 4 and Figure 5]. Deformity should be identified in patients with severe ankle
deformities and should be addressed as a priority before ankle fusion. In such cases, an anterior approach can be
employed, whereas, a lateral approach is usually preferred in more severe deformities. In order to bring the leg
back to normal axis, additional procedures may be required [calcaneous, supramalleolar or metatarsal osteotomy]. If a flat bone surface can be achieved without causing many defects, cannulated screws or plate screws can
be used. If the defect is severe, causing shortening of the leg, the correction of deformity can be achieved by using bone grafts and the shortening of the leg can be avoided. Plates and screws are used to stabilize the fusion by
keeping the bone graft in a safe position, in which case the use of a cannulated screw is not advised [18] [19].
The main reasons of nonunion or malunion should first be investigated. The three main reasons include technical error [surgeon], noncompliance [patient] and local or systemic problems [12]. In case of a technical error,
the available fixation should be assessed, be removed or revised, if necessary, and autografts and cannulated
screws and postoperative bone stimulators can be used, like in primary fusion. Noncompliant patients should be
warned about tobacco use, their postoperative expectations and the risk of nonunion. Bone grafts and stimulators
can also be utilized in these patients. The infection status regarding local and systemic problems, soft tissue
problems and systemic diseases should be addressed.
In some patients, a previous or current infection should be resolved before obtaining a solid fusion. Infection
should be treated in a stepwise fashion; the first step is the debridement of the infected bone and soft tissues and
the use of antibiotic impregnated beads for the area. Subsequently, a 6-week treatment with intravenous antibiotics is required. If the infection is adequately resolved, laboratory tests are run and then fusion is performed. In
such a case, an external fixator is usually preferred. An external fixator can also be a good alternative for the
correction of a defect resulting from surgical debridement [24] [25].
An MRI and/or a CT can be performed to determine osteonecrosis of the talus and subtalar joint involvement.
In case of a talar bone loss, ankle fusion can be performed using the methods described above, if the subtalar
joint has not been affected. If the subtalar joint has also been affected, the recommended procedure is tibiotalocalcaneal fusion [Figure 6] [26].

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Delayed union and nonunion are common in fractures of the ankle involving the joint.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5. Postoperative early period (a) lateral; (b) AP; (c) late period AP radiograph of the patient undergoing
ankle arthrodesis with internal fixation.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Postoperative (a) AP; (b) lateral radiographs of the patient in whom tibiotalocalcaneal intramedullary
nails were placed.

5. Conclusion
The performance of ankle fusion after failed ankle arthroplasty includes difficulties such as large amount of
bone loss, the possibility of subtalar joint involvement, infection and correction of leg-length inequality. Since
there will be at least 2 cm of bone loss, first bone grafting can be placed and then shoe modification can be used
to compensate for the difference in length. As long as an autograft [iliac] or an Ilizarov-type device is not used
for leg lengthening, the defect will result in an apparent leg-length inequality. Prior to this procedure, it is of
great importance to discuss the possibility of leg-length inequality with the patient. In case of an infection, it is
recommended first to remove the implant as described above, to treat the infection, and then to plan for performing fusion.
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